ITEM OPPORTUNITY SYNOPSIS:
Precision Cut/Bent Sheet Metal - Steel and Aluminum

2021-061

Item to be Scouted

Supplier Scouting Number

NAICS Code, if known

1. Describe the Item:
2. Summary of Technical Specifications and Performance Requirements:

TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Please describe the item application/ the end use of item.
1) Laser/plasma CNC cut/bent steel sheet metal parts for in-house welded chassis to be used for manufacturing of camper trailers.
ASTM A1008 and A36 are standard specs we use.
2) Laser/plasma CNC cut/bent aluminum sheet metal parts for final assembly of camper trailers. 5052-H32 is standard spec we use.

Provide the item number if applicable: (N95 Mask vs Protective Mask).

N/A

a. Provide dimensions / size / tolerances / performance specifications for the item.
1) The chassis steel parts are made with varying dimensions, cuts and holes added prior to bending. Company welds the parts to a tubular chassis in a welding cell/jig and send the
completed weldment to get powder-coated. The longest piece is 103", the shortest is 2.5", we use varying gauge thicknesses and bend angles. Hole placement/dimensions are held to
0.03" and angles are held to 0.5deg. Parts must be de-burred and ready for welding/paintable.
2) The aluminum parts are made with varying dimensions, cuts and holes added prior to bending and must be de-burred and powder-coat ready. They are riveted to the camper trailer in
various places in their delivered/painted state. The longest piece is 110", the shortest is 3", Company uses mostly 10ga with varying bend angles. Hole placements/dimensions are held
to 0.03" and angles are held to 0.5deg.

b. List required materials needed to make the product, Including materials of product components, if
applicable.

1) ASTM A1008 and A36 for chassis sheet metal
2) 5052-H32 for various aluminum sheet metal
c. Are there applicable certification requirements to supply this item? (i.e. ISO certification) Are there any
applicable regulations that apply to the production of this item? (i.e. FDA regulations or EPA regulations)
Are there any other standard requirements? (i.e. ASME Standard, IEEE Standard) Please specify.

N/A other than meeting above material specs

d. Describe the manufacturing processes (elaborate to provide as much detail as possible).

Precision cut and bent steel and aluminum sheet metal, with ability to deliver protected
finished/painted parts. The steel will be welded into a full chassis before being sent out for
painting, the aluminum is usually riveted/bolted to other mating parts if delivered as
finished goods, but some are welded raw together then sent out for painting.
f. Additional Comments:
Is there other information that would impact the item’s performance or usefulness? Please explain.

The main takeaways for the above needs are CNC programmed hole/angle cutting and
bending, with the ability to deliver finished/painted parts as well.

Estimated Annual Volume (EAU) for both the chassis steel and aluminum sheet metal is between 100-400 pieces per year (some parts of the chassis are
Qty 1 per chassis, some are Qty 2, 3 or 4). We produce between 2-4 chassis per week on this schedule and have ordered Qty 25 or 50 at a time in the past.

Target Price / Unit Cost Information:
Company uses many different sized/types of cut/bent parts, so pricing will be dependent on the part.
When we get to the stage of file sharing, company has target pricing for all individual parts as needed.

Delivery Requirements:

BUSINESS INFORMATION:

Potential Business Volume Estimate (i.e., # Units Per Day, Month, Year):

When is it needed by? (Immediate, 30 Days, 6 months, etc.)

Within 30 days.
Describe packaging requirements (i.e., individually/ group packaging).

Palletized/boxed depending on part size.
Where is this opportunity located? Is there a preferred shipping proximity - if applicable?

Company is in Arvada, CO, a suburb of Denver. Company has previously used parts from
overseas as well as from other US states.

Additional Comments:

How long would you like to leave this opportunity open to the National Network?
☐ 10 days

☐ 15 days

☐ 20 days

30
______
Other

Is there other information you would like to include?

The current above EAU of parts is for our current production model/facility. Company is
planning to expand to a larger facility within a year and concurrently increase usage for
this material as well as add another trailer model with more similarly constructed parts.

Photos or diagrams of the item (helpful but not required).

